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Abstract

Multiprocessing (MP) design verification has been one of th
bottlenecks for high performance microprocessor design projec
The problem is getting worse as the design complexity increas
and more cache structures are integrated into one single chip.
challenges that MP verification faces today include: huge chip/s
tem simulation model sizes, long simulation cycles, relative inef
ciency of the simulation tools compared to uniprocessor, and so
To solve these challenging problems, we developed a new meth
ology and simulation flow for an upcoming design in Motorola’

G4 generation of microprocessors, MPC74XX1. The key strategy
of this methodology was to start MP verification as early as th
design implementation started. The same methodology/tool
were first developed for MP verification at the unit level, the
reused at the multiple-unit level, and eventually reused at the ch
system level. In this paper, we will present the details of this met
odology, and demonstrate why it is effective and efficient in dete
ing the majority of the MP functional defects at an early stage
the design phase.

1     Introduction
In the highly competitive high-performance microprocesso

design world, the design cycle is getting shorter while the desi
complexity increases. It is critical to deliver the product on time
ensure the success of business. One of the key areas that is cr
to the on-time product delivery is the design verification. The go
of the design verification is to ensure equivalence between a des
and its functional specification. There are generally two mech
nisms to help achieve the goal: formal proofs of correctness a
thorough simulation. The former is limited to the block leve
design verification due to its inability in handling large circuitry

1. All the G4 microprocessors are numbered as part of the
MPC74XX family at which the MPC7400 announced 8/31/99
was the first. Since actual processor names are not disclose
until the product announcement, for the purpose of this pape
we will refer to the new design as the MPC74XX.
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and the latter can be applied to all levels of a design (from unit
chip), though there is no guarantee that the design is 100% verifi
Since simulation is the only practical mean which can handle t
verification for all levels of a design, it is still the mainstream
methodology used in industry by high-end microprocessor des
projects.

Many problems exist in the simulation environment, such
slow simulation speed especially when simulation model siz
become bigger; verifying a microprocessor design requires exha
tive simulation runs, which is time-consuming and takes a lot
computing resources; and endless scenarios for test suites deve
ment. The problems are becoming worse as the design comple
increases. High-performance and high-frequency microproces
designs usually require the support of MP functionality and hig
performance pipelined bus structure (shorter latency to incre
throughput). In addition, technology improvement allows mo
cache structures to be integrated into a single chip. All these f
tures add many challenges to an already critical task in verifying
MP design. Traditionally, MP verification was done at the chip/sy
tem model level [4,6]. As stated before, larger model size a
slower simulation speed has made it almost impossible to exha
tively detect all the functional defects in this environment due
insufficient simulation time. In addition, the dependency of M
control logic with other units (dispatching unit and other executio
units) often delays the verification of MP design until the late sta
of the project schedule. Therefore, MP verification at the un
model level has emerged as an essential solution in solving
problems described above. Although some previous designs h
employed unit simulation methodology to address the problems
non-MP or MP simulation environment, a complete and overa
methodology flow for MP verification at the unit model level wa
still not established. Another shortcoming of the previous solutio
is that the methodology developed at unit level was not fully reu
able at the chip/system model level.

The key of our methodology is to start MP verification as ear
as the design implementation starts by focusing on one unit a
time. With a smaller model, we can run more tests and also deb
more efficiently. We built a unit simulation environment which ca
generate testcases, simulate the model and check the results a
an automated fashion. More importantly, the same methodolo
tool sets developed at unit model level were reused later at mu
ple-unit and chip/system model level. By developing an unifie
methodology, taking advantage of the best available tool sets,
reusing most of the tools throughout all the verification stages,
were able to overcome the MP verification challenges, and co
pleted the task on schedule.

In this paper, we begin by briefly describing the MPC74XX
microarchitecture in Section 2. Then the simulation environment
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Somerset Design Center is presented in Section 3 before we dem-
onstrate our unified MP design verification methodology at unit,
multiple-unit and chip/system model levels in Section 4. Coverage
analysis and verification results are discussed in Sections 5 and 6
respectively, followed by conclusions of the paper.

2     MPC74XX Microarchitecture
The new design has a seven-stage pipeline and can execute up

to four instructions per cycle. It consists of sequencer unit (SEQ),
4 fixed point units (FXU), floating point unit (FPU), AltiVec unit,
load/store module (LSM), and memory subsystem (MSS) unit [7].
Figure 1. highlights MPC74XX microarchitecture.

It supports three level of caches: on-chip 32k eight-way set
associative L1 data cache and instruction cache, on-chip 256k
eight-way set associative unified L2 cache, and L3 interface. On-
chip L3 tag memory supports large L3 backside cache up to 2MB.
Four types of SRAMs are supported: high performance MUSG2
DDR and late-write SRAMS, and cost-effective PB2 and PC-
DDR SRAMs. Cache locking is supported on a per-way basis for
both L1 data and instruction caches. Any cache can be disabled.

MPC74XX also supports multiple system bus protocols,
including 60X bus, and MPX bus with both 128-bit and 64-bit
data transfer capability. Extensive system and L3 bus clock ratios
are supported.

MPC74XX employs MESI cache coherency protocol [1,2] and
has full multiprocessing support. It uses 36-bit physical address-
ing and supports up to 64-GB physically-addressable memory.

Figure 1. MPC74XX Microarchitecture

3     Simulation Environment
Our simulation environment consists of the following key com-

ponents: automatic testcase generators for both Uni and MP mod-

els, Run-Time Executor (RTX) which initializes simulation
model, clocks simulation and checks the results, and automa
simulation control system [5]. Those key components will b
described in the following subsections.

3.1  Testcase Generators
Testcases that contain assembly programs are commonly u

in verifying microprocessor-based designs. Usually, the testca
will also include initial data for initialization of the simulation
model, and the final data for comparing with simulation resul
Since hand-written tests are not desirable as the only mechan
in verifying a very complex design, testcase generators are de
oped so that various flavors of testcases can be randomly ge
ated based on user-specified parameters. There are several
powerful testcase generators available at Somerset, such
RTPG, MPTG [3], and GENIE. A more detailed analysis of all th
generators can be found in [4]. Some testcase generators w
developed for uni-processing verification, and others targeted
MP verification. Since each testcase generator has its own stren
and weakness, combining those tools in our simulation enviro
ment ensures that we can cover all the areas in verifying o
design. Note that a testcase consists of three main sections: in
state section, instruction section, and final result section.

Initial state section defines the contents of some or all of t
registers, address translation information, and memory/ca
locations to be affected by the execution of the subsequ
instructions. Instruction section contains all the instructions to
executed along with their addresses. Each instruction can
optionally followed by expected intermediate results. Final res
section presents the expected results of all affected registers
cache/memory locations by execution of the instructions in t
testcase. Testcase generation can be automated based on nu
ous test specification files created by verification engineers to
get different areas in the design.

In addition to the instruction-based testcase generators
described above, there are also transaction-based testcase ge
tors. Typically, these generators generate transactions based o
interface protocol defined for each Design Under Test (DUT), a
they are very flexible in generating stimuli and can be customiz
for each DUT. However, since each DUT is different in its func
tionality, there is usually no common or built-in reference mod
available. In other words, the expected results are not included
the testcase, and a lot of extra work is needed to check the corr
ness of the DUT.

3.2  Run-Time Executor (RTX)
RTX is a program interacting with cycle-based simulator to in

tialize DUT, cycling the execution of the model, checking inte
mediate and final results (comparing actual simulation resu
with expected results), and collecting event coverage informati
Originally, RTX was implemented in C code and used only whe
chip model was built to start executing instructions. Since the co
cept of unit simulation has become more and more important
verifying a complex design, a methodology called UnitSim [6
was adopted at Somerset. A C++ base class library was buil
include RTX implementation that is common to all the desig
projects. Some base classes, such as, Irritator, Unit Behavior,
Interface Monitor, are defined in the library to provide verificatio

2M/ 8-way
L3 Tags

256 k/ 8-way
L2 Cache

Sequencer Unit

32K
ICache

4 FXU’s FPU
AltiVec
Engine

LSM32K
DCache

MSS

BIU

MSS

           60x/MPX BUS L3SRAM
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engineers a template to start simulation/verification at the unit
design level. Irritators are used to parse testcases and provide
stimuli to DUT based on unit interface protocol. Interface Moni-
tors are used to monitor all the interface activities for checking
any protocol violation. Unit Behaviors are used to initialize DUT
or to mimic the design of DUT to predict results.

Since this new methodology only defines the high level struc-
tures of the building blocks, it leaves a lot of freedom for the veri-
fication engineers to choose their own verification flow. For
example, instruction-based vs. transaction-based testcase genera-
tors; deterministic testcases development vs. random simulation;
simple vs. complex irritators; how to initialize registers and data
in DUT, etc.

3.3  Automatic Simulation Control System
This system was designed to take advantage of all the available

workstations in the building to continuously generate testcases for
simulation with the design models. It can generate different fla-
vors of testcases based on the designated generators and testcase
specification files. After each testcase is generated, the testcase
along with RTX parameter file will be sent to any available work-
station to perform the simulation. The simulation result (pass or
fail) and coverage data are stored in databases after the simulation.
Note that only the failing tests will be sent back to users for
debugging purpose. On the other hand, only statistical information
is stored in database for the passing testcases. The general flow of
our automatic simulation control system is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Control flow of automated simulation environment

4     MP Design Verification Methodology
With those available tool sets and simulation control system,

our goal is to develop a comprehensive simulation environment at
the beginning of the design phase, which enables us to run as
many random cycles as possible at the unit level and then reuse

the tools and environment at multi-unit and chip/system mod
levels later.

To achieve this goal, we have to first decide the type of testca
generators. Transaction-based testcase generators have been
popular for simulation at unit model level. However, for our pu
pose, there are several concerns with this scheme: 1) Transac
based testcase generators usually do not have built-in MP kno
edge (no support of barrier, locking, semaphore, true/false d
sharing, etc.). 2) Developing unit behavior model to predict resu
for MP simulation is not a trivial task. In addition, constant logi
modification for timing purpose adds much more difficulty fo
maintaining such a behavior model. 3) This tool cannot be reus
by any other models. Therefore, our decision is to use instructio
based testcase generators because they have stable reference
els and much richer MP functionalities.

After selecting the testcase generators, the next challenge
face is how we can take advantage of the existing chip/syst
simulation environment and apply it to the unit or multi-un
model level. If this can be done, all the RTX work we developed
the unit level can then be reused throughout all the design pha
In addition, since RTX is fully debugged at the unit level,
greatly reduces the development overhead when transiting fr
unit to chip/system model level. By exhaustively running muc
smaller MP unit model with a comprehensive random simulati
environment, not only the simulation throughput is significant
improved but also corner-case defects can be detected at an ea
stage of the design phase.

Figure 3. Verification environment at MSS-model level

We have practiced MP Verification at three model levels: MS
only level, a combination of LSM and MSS level, and full chip
system level. All these levels used the same tool set, such
instruction-based testcase generators, UnitSim base-code lib
ies, RTX components and automatic simulation control syste
Based on a thorough MP testing plan developed by verificati
engineers and designers, the testcase generators were used to
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domly generate 1 to N way uni- and MP testcases to target all
types of MP scenarios. UnitSim base-code libraries were used to
build RTX. Automatic simulation control system was responsible
for automating and distributing all the simulation tasks. The
details of our methodology and how we transitioned from one
model level to the next model level are described in the following
subsections.

4.1  MP Verification at MSS Model Level
MSS unit contains L2 cache, L3 Tag memory, L3 control logic,

L3 bus interface, and bus interface unit (BIU). At the front end it
interfaces with LSM unit, as shown in Figure 1.

MSS is DUT at this level. To be able to run simulation at this
level, we need to develop the following behavior models to emu-
late various components outside of the design: an L3 Data SRAM
behavior that can perform functionalities of all four supported L3
SRAM types; a system behavior that contains shared main mem-
ory, graphics memory, and bus arbiter, etc. Note that all these
behaviors are reused in other levels of simulation without any
changes.

In addition, an interface monitor (LSM_MSS_IFMON) was
developed to monitor and check LSM and MSS interface activities
(also used for debugging purpose).

Most important of all, an LSM irritator needs to be developed
to support all the functionality of the real LSM logic. It has the
capability of converting only the MSS-relevant instructions into
LSM-MSS interface stimuli. It constantly monitors the interface
to make sure that it can continue to supply transactions when pro-
tocol allows. This enables the peak traffic at the interface level and
is very effective in detecting critical defects which are hard to find
at the chip/system level. In addition, the LSM irritator also needs
to emulate the L1 data cache for snooping purpose in an MP envi-
ronment. It has internal load/store queues for resolving events col-
lision issues. While the real LSM logic went through constant
changes for timing purpose, the LSM irritator remained actually
pretty stable throughout the project (changes were required only if
the definition/protocol of the LSM-MSS interface was changed).
The reason for this stability is because the LSM irritator does not
have to emulate the real LSM logic on a cycle-by-cycle basis. The
key is for the irritator to generate as much traffic to MSS as possi-
ble while following the protocol and micro-architectural defini-
tion. A block diagram of the verification environment is depicted
at Figure 3.

Since the instruction-based testcase generators we selected
have built-in reference model to predict intermediate and final
results for uni- and MP testcases, there is no need to develop MSS
behavior to mimic the MSS design. This is one of the key reasons
why we were able to start MP verification at an early stage of the
design because the verification environment was significantly sim-
plified. As design became more stable, we gradually added more
checkers to detect non-architectural fails that cannot be easily
detected by checking the final results alone.

To further improve the simulation efficiency, we have imple-
mented a comprehensive cache pre-loading scheme as part of the
RTX. With this method, all three levels of caches of any processor
in an MP system can be deterministically or randomly preloaded
into any legal combination of MESI [1,2] cache states before the
simulation starts. The advantage of this method is to establish a

warm-cache effect by preloading either private or shared data i
different processors’ caches. Therefore, when the first instruct
is executed, cache state transitions and MP activities will occ
immediately. This method has been proven very useful in dete
ing critical defects with shortest possible simulation cycles.

As mentioned in Section 2, MPC74XX supports variou
modes, such as, different L3 bus clock ratios, L3 SRAM type
system bus clock ratios, etc. All those modes can also be de
ministically or randomly initialized by setting the correspondin
RTX parameters. They were all verified at the MSS model leve

4.2 MP Verification at LSM-MSS Model Level
While we focused MP verification on the MSS model leve

other units also created their own simulation environments
testing their units using the same methodology. Once all un
reached a stable stage, the next step was to start multiple-unit s
ulation by integrating all of the related units together. For a com
plete MP verification at the unit level, we included all three leve
of caches by building an LSM-MSS model. In this case, LSM an
MSS together is DUT. Since all units employed the same metho
ology, the modification that was required for transiting from MS
to LSM-MSS simulation environment is to replace LSM irritato
with the real LSM logic and reuse the Sequencer (SEQ) irrita
that was developed for LSM unit simulation.

Similar to LSM irritator, the SEQ irritator was responsible fo
converting LSM/MSS relevant instructions into interface stimu
dispatching transactions to the model, resolving conflicts amo
instructions and completing instructions based on the respon
from the model, etc. Note that all other components, includin
testcase generators, RTX parameters for cache preloading
modes setting, and automatic simulation control system were
reused and stayed intact. The verification environment at this le
is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Verification environment at LSM-MSS model level

     LSM & MSS LSM & MSS

L3SRAM Beh.  L3SRAM Beh.
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Processor 0 Processor N
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    Instruction-based testcase
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4.3  MP Verification at Chip/System Model
Level

Since we built a comprehensive simulation environment at the
LSM-MSS model level, we were able to run many cycles and
detected many critical defects before the chip integration was
done and stable. The transition from LSM-MSS model to Chip/
System model was even simpler than the steps described in the
previous subsection. We simply built a Chip/System model,
removed all the irritators and reused all other tools developed at
the unit simulation environment. The verification environment at
this level is illustrated in Figure 5. In this case, the entire Chip/
System is DUT.

In fact, this is the level where exhaustive MP functional verifi-
cation started in many of the previous microprocessor design
projects. In our case, extensive MP functional verification based
on our test plan has already been conducted at the unit model
level. Building Chip/System model was the final step to try to
catch any bugs which escaped from the previous two simulation
levels. In addition, since most of the logic and tools problems have
been debugged and fixed at unit model levels, we were able to
concentrate on finding the type of bugs which were hard to find at
unit levels due to irritator limitations, different stimuli/response
timings and so on.

Since simulation model was bigger and slower at this level and
changes from any unit may affect the stability of the model, we
continued to run simulation and improve the tools at the unit lev-
els. This gave us the benefit of continuous and extensive simula-
tion on MP logic using either unit or chip/system model until
tapeout and beyond.

Figure 5. Verification environment at Chip/System model level

5     Coverage Analysis and Deterministic
Testing

Even though we relied heavily on the random simulation, we

were also aware of the weakness of such an approach: there i
measurement about how well the logic was tested. To partia
address this problem, we employed several coverage tools to tr
the status of random simulation. The first coverage mechanism
event coverage. Verification engineers and logic designers wor
together to enumerate all the important events that needed to
covered with simulation. The goal is to cover 100% of the liste
events. The second coverage is logic code/equation coverage.
was used to evaluate if the random simulation has covered ev
aspect of the codes/equations in the design model. It helped u
tweak testcase generator and RTX parameters to focus on
areas where simulation has not reached.

Ideally, we would like to have random simulation covering a
the events and codes/equations of the design models. Howeve
may not be always possible due to tools limitation. Our solution
to develop deterministic tests to force the occurrence of t
desired scenarios. Since the majority of events could be cove
by our comprehensive unit random simulation environment, t
resource used for hand-written testcases were greatly minimiz

We also applied our coverage mechanism to all Special P
pose Register (SPR) mode bits. Since there were so many dif
ent mode bits we had to verify, it was important to keep track
how SPR mode bits were set by RTX for each simulation run.
addition, some mode configurations required more simulati
cycles than others. This mechanism allowed us to balance the
dom simulation resources among different combination of proc
sor/system configurations.

6     Results and Discussions
By developing an MP verification methodology that fully too

advantage of the existing and stable tool sets, we were able to s
MP simulation at the unit level in an early design stage. We ha
kept pace with logic design schedule throughout the entire des
process. Our goal was to deliver an efficient simulation enviro
ment at the beginning which was in sync with each logic relea
Similar to logic design implementation which went from simpl
to complex, our verification environment was also built from sim
ple to complex. This approach allowed us to detect many ea
defects and potential micro-architectural problems at the earli
possible time. Once logic became more stable, we gradua
added more monitors and checkers (for checking bus protoc
cache coherency, status of internal queues, and so on) to h
cover the areas where reference models have difficulties in p
dicting the correct functional behavior of DUT.

A comparison between the unit and chip/system models
listed as below:

    FULL CHIP

L3SRAM Beh.  L3SRAM Beh.

LSM-MSS
IF. Monitor

LSM-MSS
IF. Monitor

              RTX

Processor 0 Processor N

                System Bus & Memory Beh.

    Instruction-based testcase

         (DUT)

   FULL CHIP

        (DUT)

SEQ-LSM SEQ-LSM
IF. Monitor IF. Monitor

TABLE 1. Performance of MSS and LSM-MSS models
comparing to that of Chip/System

Model Size Simulation
Speed

Total Simula-
tion Cycles

MSS
model

1/3 4X to 6X > 3 times

LSM-MSS
model

1/2 2X to 3X ~ 0.5 time
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With our verification methodology, we were able to find more
than 90% of the MP defects at the unit model levels. There are
several important factors that contributed to this success. First, we
built a powerful and automated random simulation environment at
the unit model levels so that we can run more cycles with smaller
models (2-way to N-way) starting at an early stage of the design
phase. By developing comprehensive test plans and employing
existing MP testcase generators, we were able to target different
logic areas and MP scenarios at the unit random simulation envi-
ronment. Secondly, cache preloading is a key factor in detecting
MP defects without long testcases. Lab experience has shown that
many hard-to-find defects were caused by rare combinations of
cache states in the processors which can only occur after execut-
ing many instructions. Therefore, comprehensive cache preload-
ing is an efficient way to solve this problem at the simulation
environment. Thirdly, the irritators needed to be able to support all
the features implemented in the real logic. In addition, irritators
should be designed to generate peak traffic by reducing idle time
at the interface level, which definitely increased the probability of
finding corner-case types of defects. Finally, using the same unit
simulation methodology by all of the units enabled tools reuse and
thus simplified the chip integration effort.

Figure 6. MP bugs found by different models

Figure 6. shows how all the MP defects which were found in
different simulation model levels. Since many MP unit simulation
cycles have been run at MSS model level, more than 60% of the
defects were discovered before chip gold model milestone was
achieved. Note that the decline of the defect number at an early
stage of the project was caused by spending extra time in debug-
ging RTX and irritator for adding more features and checkers. We
started to build LSM-MSS model when the logic in both units sta-
bilized. The reason why LSM-MSS model found more defects
than MSS model after MP chip gold model milestone was because
the MP functionality in LSM was never verified before LSM-MSS
model was built. In fact, only a few MSS related MP defects were

found in LSM-MSS and Chip/System models.
Note that it did not take long for us to reach MP chip gol

model after single chip gold model was established because m
of the basic MP functionalities were already verified at the un
levels. As stated before, we continued to run MSS and LSM-MS
model until tapeout, we were able to detect more MP bugs at
unit levels. The chip model found some interesting MP bug
which were hard to detect at the unit levels due to limitations
SEQ/LSM irritators. The result also showed that MP model h
been very stable since it was built (no major logic nor tools pro
lems). Considering the MP bugs we had, it would be very difficu
to tapeout the processor on time without a very successful u
simulation methodology.

7.  Conclusions
MP verification does not have to be the bottleneck of a hig

performance design project if there is a good verification test pla
a comprehensive MP unit simulation environment, and an efficie
verification methodology. Being able to reuse verification env
ronment and tools set at different model levels (from single un
to a combination of multiple units, and to full chip/system) is als
a key to success because it reduces the development overhead
minimizes the effort in debugging different tools at different lev
els. With this methodology, we found more than 90% of the M
defects at the unit model levels, which not just maximized o
computing resource (running more cycles with smaller mode
more efficiently), but also greatly improved our verification sche
ule.
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